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Message From the President
President's message August 20, 2011
This FOCUS issue is devoted to the SAR handlers and their dogs. Your BOD has several initiatives to
promote Doberman SAR achievements. We have found financial resources to send two of our
Doberman handlers who worked the 9/11 disaster (Shirley Hammond and Tiffany Mahaffey) to the 9/11
commemorative ceremony. The main website for the event is http://www.findingoneanother.org/. Thanks
goes out to UDC members who have already contributed their time and money to have a good
representation for UDC at the ceremony. Special recognition goes to the members of the Tri-State club
as well as several other local UDC members who are working hard to make this event a success. Ray
Carlisle is UDC's representative and is working closely with the DPCA. In addition, he will be signing for
UDC at the rededication of the Convention on Cooperation Among American Working Dog Organizations
in Providing American Dogs for American Security. Here is the URL for more information:
http://www.findingoneanother.org/the-convention-on-cooperation-among-americas-working-dogorganizations . UDC has also initiated a special fund to help finance this project and in the future send a
deserving SAR handler to a workshop that they might not be able to attend without an expense
supplement.. You will find a new box on your renewal form that will allow you to contribute to this fund
when you renew your UDC membership. In addition, some of the proceeds from the Zazzle store
described elsewhere in this issue will go into the SAR fund. Michelle Limoges, former UDC president and
present Canada Regional Director, heads the committee to administer this new fund. As you probably
know, Michelle is a long-time SAR dog handler. UDC has long supported both SAR and K9 Dobermans.
Several years ago UDC established the SAR puppy program. This program provides oversight and
guidance to breeders and SAR handlers interested in a donated puppy. The details will be found in
Chapter 12 of the UDC manuals at http://www.uniteddobermanclub.com/rules/index.html, Finally, but
certainly not least, UDC nationals have a tradition of offering a SAR workshop at our national event. We
hope to continue this tradition.
Linda Kurz
UDC President
UDC Administrator of Records
Chair, UDC Health Committee
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OBITUARY
Laura Hulke age 51 of Linwood Township, MN.

Laura was a

long time and active member of the United Doberman Club, most
recently serving in capacity of Vice President and previous to that
as Recording Secretary. Laura obtained her first Doberman in
1993 and from then on she was as she would say “hooked on the
breed”.

Over the past 16 years she has competed with her

Dobermans in Conformation, Obedience, and Agility.

In 2000,

she was a finalist in the first ever DPCA Agility Top 20 with U-CD
Wittrock’s Rocket, CD, OA, OAJ, OAC, NAP, AD, WAC, CGC. Her
dogs earned more than 40 titles and certificates.
Laura attended her first UDC Nationals in 1997 and became intrigued the “Total Doberman” concept of
Conformation, Temperament and Health and the European type of Doberman. Laura attended most of
the UDC Nationals held in the mid-west. At the 2008 and 2009 Nationals was chair of the Working
Aptitude Evaluation and the UDC Temperament Test. At the 2010 Nationals Laura was chair of the
Working Aptitude Evaluation, managed the Ribbons, and volunteered in the Conformation Ring and
the Obedience Ring.

Laura was always willing to volunteer her time and talents to the UDC and

worked on many UDC projects too numerous to mention here.
Laura was also actively involved in Doberman rescue.

She was President of the Doberman Rescue

Minnesota since 2001 and had recently trained her successor.

During her tenure with DRM she was

responsible for important initiatives, including filling the necessary paperwork to obtain 501(c)3 nonprofit status, establishing permanent identification through micro-chipping, as well as numerous
fundraising opportunities, including our yearly “Dobe-O-Rama, quarterly newsletter, and calendar
sales.
Laura will be missed by the many friends she has made within the UDC, DPCA, DRM and other canine
organizations.
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UDC SAR Dogs
Ch.Heartwood’s Hot Night Boogie,CGC
“COOPER”
Jackson County Sheriff’s Search and Rescue K-9 Unit
SAR Wilderness Air Scent, HRD, & Training in Water & Evidence

Photo credit - Nancy McLennan

Cooper is available to approved bitches.
Owners - Karen Mihaljevich & Juanita Fagan
Email - mihalj@ashlandwireless.net
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It’s All About You & Your Dog is a new section in the FOCUS that will give you the opportunity to
publicize the recent accomplishments of you and your dog. All you have to do is email Linda Lindic at
pllindic@roadrunner.com with your accomplishments for the next period Sept. 16th to October 25th.
There will be no-charge to you for having this information published in the FOCUS. This is one of the
advantages of your UDC membership. We will recognize any title you have earned at any recognized
canine organization. This is all about you and your dog!

Accomplishments earned July 1st to September 15th, 2011

John Kerr & “Ace”
Ace’s Wild II, CGC, AD, BH, WAC – owned by
Jackie Spratt and handled by John Kerr
New - WAC
John Kerr & “Nette”
Quinette King of Darkness, WAC – owned by
Jackie Spratt and handled by John Kerr
New - WAC
John Kerr & “Sergey”
Laredomountie, CGC, TDI, AD, BH, WAC –
owned by Jackie Spratt and handled by John
Kerr
New – WAC
Bonnie Guzman & “ Porter” - Swift Run's
Warrior, WAC, CGC, BH, RA, HRD, STP1,
Cert/NAPWDA
New – WAC

Terry Jarka and "Ryun"UDC Ch BJF Run Like
The Wind V Kansa CD, RA, OA, OAJ, NF, OAC,
WV-O, OJC, TG-O, TN-O, WAC, ATT
New - CD

Sherry Beck & “Dillon”
Beck’s Marshall Dillon went Winners Dog
New – Winners Dog –
Sherry Beck & “Jane”
Beck’s Legendary Calamity Jane New - Winners Bitch, Best of Winners and Best
of Opposite Sex

Pam Burns & “"Andor" Von Hess recertified in Human Remains Detection and
Great Plains Search Dogs
New – Recertification

Wendy Schmitt & “Foxie”
Foxie Vom Landgraf, BH, SchH1 – owned by
Mitch Edley and handled by Wendy Schmitt
New - SchH 1

Brandi Williams & “Cinders” - Swift Run’s
Volcan Masaya VPG3, IPO3, PSA-PDC, CD, RN,
VC, WAC, CGC
New - Cinders completed her PSA- PDC
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Search & Rescue and the Doberman
No discussion on Dobermans in Search and Rescue can even begin without
talking about Shirley Hammond and the contribution she has made.
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Shirley Hammond

What can be said about a Legend that has not been said
before? Even getting started is an overwhelming task. Do we
talk about her extraordinary sense of humor? Her drive for
excellence? The fact that she embodies the Doberman spirit?
Her willingness to mentor anyone who asks? Her incredible
spirit, determination and drive?
Since 1977, long before many search and rescue dog handlers
were even born, Shirley has been reuniting loved ones and
bringing closure to families. Her involvement started with
CARDA (California Rescue Dog Association) and she never looked back. Without this
dynamic and focused woman, search and rescue in the United States wouldn’t be where
it is today. Her expertise and experience crosses all the disciplines of search and rescue
– trailing, wilderness, human remains, evidence and disaster.
Fast forward to 1985 when Shirley and other California handlers responded to the
Mexico City Earthquake. Approximately 10,000 people lost their lives in that single
disaster. Returning home they realized the extraordinary need for specially trained dogs
to respond to these types of devastating disasters.
Shirley Hammond is truly the grandmother of the disaster search dog system currently
in place in the United States and throughout the world. Researching disaster canine
response systems around the world and combining training techniques from the CGC,
therapy dogs, agility, field trial and Schutzhund then coupling them with the specific
training necessary to certify a search dog, Shirley was instrumental in creating a system
that is now the model for the rest of the world.
Throughout her career, Shirley worked five Dobermans in a variety of disciplines. Nina,
her first search dog, was a pet prior to being certified in wilderness, human remains and
evidence. Then came Cinnamon – the first of her dogs specifically destined to be a
search and rescue dog, the dog who responded with her to Mexico City – the dog who
changed it all. Following Cinnamon was Spice a beautiful little girl certified in wilderness,
human remains, water remains, evidence and FEMA disaster response.
I first met Shirley when Spice was working. Spice and my very first working Doberman,
Titan, saw each other across a camp cabin and it was love at first sight. Their bond jumpstarted a mentorship for me for which I will forever be grateful. As a mentor, Shirley is
relentless. Screw up and she’ll yell at you; screw up repeatedly and she will hit you. Her
willingness to share her knowledge; her desire for everyone she mentors to be better
than herself is a rare and beautiful thing.
After that came Spice’s son, Sunnyboy. Sunny grew into a very big Doberman who had
one of the loudest barks I’ve ever heard. I made the mistake of hiding for him in a
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bathroom in an abandoned building once –the echo of his bark could have caused
hearing loss. Sunny was such a character – Shirley would ask him to perform the
directionals required for disaster testing and he would do them, but always with his own
spin – meaning every time he landed on a base he would bark and bark at her. That was
when she made it clear to me that with a Doberman you have to pick your battles and
ignore the irritating and frustrating little behaviors they love to throw at you. Sunny was
a very special dog who was certified as a Type I FEMA dog and who worked tirelessly
with Shirley at the World Trade Center in 2001.
Shirley’s last search Doberman was Twist, a beautiful little red girl with a cowlick on her
neck. When Twist came along, Shirley decided that disaster work was no longer in the
cards for her. Twist specialized in human remains work certifying with multiple agencies.
Shirley was and is a member of many professional organizations having been awarded
lifetime membership in several of them for her service and dedication. Shirley offered
private search dog training and taught at countless search dog seminars. And she
attended even more seminars and training sessions as a student. Another thing I learned
from Shirley is that there is always more to learn, especially when it comes to dog
training. One of the most beautiful things about her is her willingness to listen to anyone
and everyone when it comes to dog training. She may disagree, but she is always
respectful and open-minded.
From a governor’s award for her service in Mexico City to the DPCA Lifetime
Achievement award to the FEMA & State of New York “Certificate of Appreciation”,
World Trade Center, NY, Shirley’s awards and those of her dogs are many and more
than deserved. Shirley accepts those awards with quiet dignity and modesty.
Shirley and every one of her working Dobermans have made life-changing contributions
to the public and to other search dog handlers. This legend continues with her work,
setting an example that the rest of us can only dream of emulating.
Respectfully and Gratefully Submitted by Rayanne Chamberlain
“I want to be you when I grow up, Shirley!
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Why Dobermans for Search Work?
As I travel with my search Dobermans – whether to an actual search or to a training event – I
get a lot of sidelong glances and the question in people’s eyes is always ‘why a Doberman?’ The
perception simply isn’t there, that a Doberman is a focused, driven working dog.
And within the search community there’s always that wall between the ‘pointy-eared’ and
‘floppy-eared’ dog handlers. Each believes their dog breed is the best for working. And if you
are not a member of either camp, you can see that each generality offers positives and
negatives. Labradors and the other ‘floppy-eared’ breeds are happy-go-lucky, forgiving dogs
with lots of drive. They generally love everyone they come in contact with and are surprised
when someone or another dog doesn’t think they are the best thing since sliced bread. The
‘floppy-eared’ dogs work for the love of the game. Malinois’ and GSDs and the other ‘pointyeared’ breeds are focused, independent, driven, unforgiving and generally love only their
handlers. They are standoffish with other people and dogs except when their reward is
involved. The ‘pointy-eared’ dogs work for their handlers and for their reward.
With a Doberman you have the best and worst of both worlds. Dobermans are filled with an
excess of drive, are independent, unforgiving, love both their handlers and most any person
they come in contact with, although they tend to be more standoffish with other dogs.
Dobermans embody the problem solving and thinking of the ‘pointy-eared’ breeds and the
happy-go-lucky temperament of the ‘floppy-eared’ breeds. Dobermans work for the love of the
game, because their handler asks them to and to get their reward.
It takes a special person to be a Doberman handler. The handler must be prepared for the
battle of wills that will ensue as a result of the Doberman’s ability to think, reason, problem
solve and their independent and fearless nature. The handler must also be prepared to be
repeatedly embarrassed as a result of the Doberman’s highly evolved sense of humor that most
often involves making the handler look silly while others giggle and guffaw. If you want to feel
dumb, get a Doberman. The Doberman will keep even the most experienced handler on his or
her toes, always being one step ahead and throwing their own special spin on each and every
task. If you let a Doberman get bored, prepare to pay – they will make up their own games to
entertain themselves and those games usually involve the handler tearing their hair out in
frustration.
So – why do I choose a Doberman? Because, I cannot imagine myself working any other breed.
Each and every one has taken me to the heights of happiness and the cellar of frustration and I
wouldn’t change a single moment. Every one of them, truly becomes my partner and my best
friend. I love my Dobermans.
Rayanne Chamberlin
Michigan Search and Rescue Canine Unit
Michigan Task Force One
Ohio Task Force One
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What Kind of a Person …?
What kind of a person would spend thousands of hours training a dog for a
purpose, agree to get out of bed in the middle of the night, or leave a family
occasion to go out on a cold, wet night to look for a missing person? All this with
no thought to whether there will be any recognition or even thanks … What kind
of person? A search and rescue dog handler!

Is this heroism or a bid for attention? No. Not at all.

The majority of search and rescue
(SAR) dog handlers are regular,
down-to-earth people who have a
passion for search dog training.
Satisfaction and a sense of
accomplishment come from the
opportunity to work their dogs at a
task the dogs enjoy and, indeed,
excel at. The handler’s reward is
simply feeling satisfaction in
making a contribution while doing
something she/he loves.
Thankfully, there are very few who
have selfish reasons for being involved. These people are exposed and
eventually eliminated since they reflect badly on others in the field.

Civilian search dog units are usually called in to assist with a search by a law
enforcement agency. Search dog handlers are very serious about their
contribution to the search effort because they understand that law enforcement is
serious about the task and that the law enforcement agency expects the same
from the dog handlers and from all involved in the effort to locate a lost or
missing person. A person’s life may depend on our capabilities and training, or a
family’s sense of closure may depend on our performance. This is serious
business. Also, law enforcement officers have to answer not only to their superior
officers but also to the families of the missing persons. When someone’s loved
one is involved there is no room for flippancy, lack of professionalism, or lack of
training.

SAR dog handlers don’t often talk about their work in much detail; there is an
important reason for that. Law enforcement appreciates and expects our
confidentiality concerning any cases in which we are involved. Many missingperson incidents turn into criminal investigations. SAR dog handlers may be
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subpoenaed to court to testify; it is wise to zip their lips! This requirement may
make SAR handlers appear standoffish, but please try to understand if they don’t
tend to want to share details or ‘war stories’.
SAR dog handlers tend to be extremely honest and forthright about their own
ability and their dog’s. They are also
realistic about the foibles of working
a dog. It’s a DOG – not a two-way
radio; they are not 100 per cent
reliable, and they can have a bad
day, lose concentration, or just not
feel like working! This is a fact of life
when working a dog; SAR handlers
know this and have developed
methods to work through these kinds
of challenges. SAR handlers rarely
blame the dog; they typically blame
themselves!

Handlers make a personal
commitment to this work and
that commitment is long term,
often lasting decades. They gladly
use up all of their holidays and
spare time to participate. They
give up a lot but, on the other
hand, the personal satisfaction is
tremendous. Many handlers go
through an entire search and
rescue career (which might span
several different dogs) without
ever finding anyone on a search. However, they are happy to have contributed to
the overall search effort and satisfied that, at the very least, they know where the
missing person is NOT, in itself an important contribution!

What kind of a person makes a search dog handler – just a regular person who
has a passion for dog training and who makes themselves available on a
volunteer basis to provide a resource in the search for a lost or missing person.
Michelle L. Limoges
Founding member (1989), Secretary, and SAR dog handler
Search & Rescue Dog Association of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
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From the Breeder’s Perspective…
As a SAR handler, I spent years trying to find the perfect SAR hopeful. I wanted it all. And, I
wanted it all in one dog. Of course, we know that you never find the perfect pup – regardless of
your field of competition or training choice. Although we as handlers know that there are many
different specialties within the main fields of SAR work (the field would be either Live Find or
Human Remains), most people do not. We’re all experts in our own field of choice! So
remember that it’s important to educate yourself when searching for a breeder or litter about
what fields they compete or train in. You don’t have to “know it all” but some general knowledge
will help you understand their perspective and how it influences their breeding program.
In SAR, each specialty venue has its own nuances and therefore requires different subtleties (or
complexities depending on how you look at it) within the genetic make-up and training of the
dog chosen to work in those venues. On a side note, these specialties are determined by the
environment the dogs work in – not the scent they are searching for.
For those not familiar with SAR work, those venues are:
•

Water Recovery

•

Wilderness

•

Avalanche

•

Urban

•

Disaster

•

Archaeological (Human Remains only)

•

Forensic (Human Remains only)

Water Recovery - Handler and canine are looking for a body (or part of one) in a water
environment be it lake, stream, river, etc. Canines in this field spend a good part of their time in
all manner of boats or along the shoreline air scenting. They must be comfortable in and around
water.
Wilderness - These are dogs who are attempting to locate remains in a brushy, wild
environment such that it may be wooden, sage brush, mountainous or prairie grass depending
upon the part of the country they are living in. These dogs must be able to range from their
handlers and have extreme endurance enabling them to work over many, many acres of land.
Avalanche - Dogs and handlers who specialize in finding victims of an avalanche (obviously not
common here in the part of the Midwest we call home!). Many of these dogs must be used to
riding on snow mobiles, in helicopters and be able to tolerate extreme temps.
Urban - This environment is made up light ruble such as what one might expect to see in the
suburbs (i.e. not heavy construction like reinforced concrete, etc.) during tornado strike - roofing
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materials, sheet rock walls, wood, bricks, etc. Expect small ruble piles of relatively light
materials like the aforementioned.
Disaster - These are your dogs and handlers who are accustomed to working in heavy
construction ruble - reinforced concrete, re bar, steel beams, etc. - where there are large ruble
piles, heavy rubble, which can crush and kill with lots of void spaces. These dogs must be able
to be hoisted hundreds of feet with and without their handler, work naked (i.e. no collars, vest,
etc.) and have impeccable obedience while working long distances from their handlers with loud
noises and lots of activity happening around them. This environment requires dogs of
exceptional health and conformation to navigate the rubble. They must be agile, stable of
temperament and of high intelligence with independent thinking skills.
Archaeological (Human Remains only) - This is a relatively new field of SARHR where the
dogs and handlers are looking for grave sites or remains which could be anywhere from a few
decades to hundreds of years old. Canines in this field may have to range hundreds of feet,
work long hours and are trying to identify very dispersed, weak odors.
Forensic (Human Remains only) - Rather than looking for large amounts of scent (i.e. an entire
body or large parts of), canines in this field are looking for small amounts of human remains and
must be able to pinpoint with a high degree of accuracy even the smallest source of odor (think
of a droplet of blood).
As a breeder and a potential SAR puppy owner, this is a lot to take into consideration when
searching out the right dogs or breeder in the hopes of creating offspring who have what it takes
to work in search and rescue – especially when you don’t know which puppies will be going into
what type of specialty venue. So the goal becomes to create (or look for) a litter with enough
variety to work in multiple venues. And then, as the breeder, you have the controlled
socialization, learning lessons and pre-imprinting (for Human Remains only) stages to contend
with. As the potential puppy owner, it is up to you to find out how the breeder deals with these
stages and their philosophy.
Regardless of whether you’re the breeder or the puppy buyer, you ‘re looking for dogs with high
drive, stable temperaments, low reactivity, independent thinking skills, high self-awareness,
excellent health, high ability to adapt, good conformation, high stress threshold, quick recovery
periods and a moderate to high confidence level who are also malleable. No short order there.
Is there is a perfect dog? Never! Can we do our best to locate breeding stock with as many of
these traits as possible? Of course! Will early imprinting, socialization and puppy-rearing
techniques impact the dog developmentally? Always!
Breeding working dogs is never easy – regardless of the field you choose to compete or train in.
Compromises must be made whether you are on the receiving end as the puppy owner or the
front end as the breeder. But as a SAR puppy owner, there are a few things you can do to
increase your chances of finding the right pup or breeder for you.
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1.
Do your pedigree research. Understanding what the different bloodlines bring to
the genetic table will help you to choose the best puppy for the specialty you choose to
go into.
2.
Learn about the different fields that the bloodline you are considering compete it.
Unfortunately, everyone in every field has a different definition and/or understanding of
“drive.” Understanding the definitions for a variety of fields will help you get the right type
for you.
3.
Trust your instincts. How many times on a search do we say, “Trust your dog.”
When it comes to picking a pup, trust your gut. Don’t be swayed because the “drive level
might not be right” or the pup is “too confident.” As a breeder, for newbie handlers, I
personally always recommend a medium drive dog with high confidence as opposed to a
high drive dog. The high confidence dog will compensate for the newbie trainer/handler’s
lack of understanding of technique or principals without being over-the-top and
intimidating them.
In closing, cut the breeder some slack. Of course, I say that tongue in cheek, but understanding
that breeding is an art form – not just part science – and that we are all human is the only way to
build the rapport and support that you need with your puppy’s breeder to ensure open and direct
communication during the puppy picking process. You do this by educating yourself on the
breed, health issues, conformation, drive and more. You aren’t just buying a puppy. You’re
building a life-long relationship not only with the puppy but also the breeder. Understand we are
attached to these little buggers. We put our hearts, our souls, our financial well-being and
mental stability (and if you doubt any of these, come visit your chosen breeder after they’ve
delivered a litter of 11+ or revived that one pup who almost didn’t make it or spent weeks without
sleep) into each and every one of these pups. Our goal is not only to find forever homes but to
make sure that they are quality homes who will understand and appreciate the very nuances
that drew them to their puppy in the first place and will help them to excel in whatever field or
specialty they go into.
Tiffany Mahaffey, First Stryk Dobermanns
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UDC SAR Dogs

FROM THE CRADLE……

TO THE GRAVE……

Swift Run’s Warrior
CGC RN BH STP1 HRD Certified/
NAPWDA (North American Police
Work Dog Association)

DOB 3/16/08
Thyroid normal, Echo/holter
clear, PDK4 negative, CERF, Hips
& Elbows pending 2/11
Asti vom Rubenhof IPO1,WD1 x
Swift Run’s Magnum Enforcer BH
Specialized in Historic Human
Remains Detection (cemeteries, cold

case skeletal, archeological)

Trainer/Owner: Bonnie Guzman, Denver, CO
Phone: 303-733-4220
Email: bonefinder@comcast.net
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Editors Note:
On May 22, 2011 a massive F5 tornado tore through the center of Joplin, Missouri. The news media
reports indicated that St. Johns Regional Medical Center and a number of businesses including Walmart,
Home Depot had taken a direct hit. Several hundred people were injured and the death toll was
mounting.
Rescue personnel from Kansas, Oklahoma and Missouri deployed to Joplin throughout the night and into
the next day. Among them, three Doberman dog handlers from Wichita and Kansas City arrived and
prepared to begin searching.
Following is their bios and a report of search efforts to rescue and recover citizens of Joplin.

Gabriel (First Stryk’s Way of the Warrior, WAC, CGC, SAR-HRD)

Owner/Handler: Maria Ciski, Great Plains Search Dogs, Wichita, Kansas
Gabe is a 4 year old Doberman operational in Human Remains Detection and training as an archeological
canine. Gabe’s development as a search and recovery dog began with training the skills needed to
understand scent work, solve complicated problems and develop agility skills needed to handle varied
terrain.
Gabe is a member of Great Plains Search Dogs, the Kansas City Regional Fire Departments Heavy Rescue
response team and an auxiliary member of Michigan Search and Rescue.

Lexie (First Stryk Royal Purple, WAC, SAR-HRD)

Owner/Handler: Irene Korotev, Missouri Search and Rescue, Kansas City, Missouri
Lexie is certified in HRD and has NAPWADA certification (National Police Working Dog Association).
Lexie has been a member of Missouri Search & Rescue K-9 unit since 2007. Her foundation training is in
trailing and human remains detection. Lexie recently earned certification from the North American
Police Working Dog Association (NAPWDA) as a Cadaver Detection Team. Lexie is also a member of the
bi-state Kansas City Regional Fire Departments Heavy Rescue response team.

Styx (Irinland Emili Ester CGC, SAR-HRD, WAC, ATT, BH)

Owner/Handler: Tiffany Mahaffey, First Stryk Dobermann’s and Great Plains Search Dogs.

Styx is certified in Human Remains Detection.
The foundation bitch of the First Stryk Dobermanns’ bloodlines, Styx is a direct import from Moscow,
Russia. A very high-drive Doberman with a deep nose she has earned her Letters of Commendation in
the field of search and rescue as a Certified Human Remains Detection canine.
Styx has responded to numerous incidents throughout Kansas and Missouri and has been credited with
several finds in her short 6-year career. Her progeny are demonstrating her natural abilities in the fields
of scent detection (SAR and police work) with several having joined her on multiple searches.
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___________________________________________________________
From Maria Ciski:
Weather officials were saying that Joplin this was the
deadliest single tornado since 1947 and it had hit on a
Sunday afternoon at dinner time. Some residents were
out shopping at the local Walmart or Home Depot – many
others were just out on a casual Sunday evening. Most
residents agree that they had only 20 minutes of warning.
The devastation was massive and the number of injured
and dead just kept rising. The tornado had cut a 4 mile
path right through the center of town destroying a
number of businesses including a Walmart and a Home
Depot where roofs collapsed with shoppers inside. St.
John’s Hospital immediately began trying to evacuate its
patients and staff in fear that there might be an explosion.
In Wichita, I received a call earlier that day warning me that something big was brewing. At that time all
we knew was that the storm would hit sometime later in the day. Storm chasers were moving into the
Midwest and it definitely looked like dangerous weather. The calls continued all day. By 5:00 we were
intensely watching weather patterns and preparing.
About 5:30 news flashes were appearing at Joplin, Missouri had been hit by a tornado. Initial reports
were that St. John’s had been hit and that the hospital was trying to evacuate patients and staff in fear
that an explosion would happen. A spokesman in Joplin called for all emergency service personnel and
anyone with a rescue or medical background to please come to Joplin.
The initial call to let me know that we needed to begin preparations for Joplin came in around 7:00 pm.
As we began rounding up supplies and preparing for the three and half hour trip to Joplin while calls with
status updates kept coming in.
Heading for Joplin we met with other search personnel from the area. The caravan rolled into Joplin in
the late night hours. The initial task was to find a command center and get checked in. In those early
hours of the search as rescue efforts were developed there were pockets of searchers and emergency
personnel located in several different locations. We were directed to a location where search teams
from three states had gathered and prepared to go out. At that location search teams were organizing
and the incident command was taking stock of available resources.
For the remainder of that first night we waited. By early the next morning word came that we would be
called together, teams would be formed and assigned to specific sectors. Unfortunately, more severe
weather developed and delayed search efforts a little longer. Shortly after Gabe and I and my flanker
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were assigned to a team of 4 firemen and given sectors to search. We drove out to the area and started
working.
I’ve worked a lot of tornadoes but this one was different. Each tornado leaves its own mark. Some
simply crush everything in their path, others (like the tornado that hit Greensburg) leave total and
complete destruction. Looking around at the total devastation it was clear that this tornado had hit with
amazing force.
The first day was unseasonably cold, wet and windy. Periodically you would hear thunder. Storms
continued and lightening popped throughout the day. There is always eerie silence to a tornado and this
one was no exception. Looking out at the debris it was overwhelming to decide exactly where to start
searching.
All traditional markers that help orient you were gone. Trees, street signs, houses – everything was
destroyed. Our plan was to go from structure to structure and search. If it had a large red “x” we knew
it had been searched. Wherever possible we asked residents who were returning if they knew where
their neighbors were. We continued searching.
Working a dog in a tornado is difficult. Working one on debris with rain and lightning is even more
difficult. For the most part Gabe handled the debris piles pretty well although it was difficult for him to
get his footing on wet siding and other slick surfaces. During the morning hours most of the areas we
were asked to search were residential and one of our greatest challenges was chemical spills. At every
opportunity it was important to decontaminate Gabe’s feet and check for injuries.
Our job was two-fold, as a human remains detection dog team we know that our task on any search is
not only to find people but to tell emergency personnel when an area is clear so that they can utilize
their resources more efficiently. For the entire time we were in Joplin we worked to do just that.
Gabe and I worked for hours at a time without a break. In the end, I was proud of his commitment to
the work and know that, as a search team, we have a lot more to contribute in the years to come.
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From Tiffany Mahaffey:
Joplin, Missouri is a mere 2.5 hours from my home in
Kansas City and is one of those towns that you look
back fondly on from days gone by. You see, I went to
college not too far from Joplin and spent many a
Friday night traversing the city and expanding my
newly found freedom.
So, when I heard that an EF-5 tornado essentially split
the town in half, it was all I could do to control myself
from rushing down there with Styx to offer assistance.
Knowing that a reputable search team never selfdeploys to an incident but waits for the official
“invitation”, we prepared to go to Joplin but waited to
learn if we were needed. When that invitation came,
you can bet that, Styx and I were ready to get in the
car and go!
For those who have never seen a tornado strike, neither words nor pictures can describe the
devastation. It is a humbling and overwhelming experience. That type of rubble is brutal and demanding
on dogs. I would argue that collapsed heavy construction can be slightly more stable than light rubble. A
good stiff breeze can catch a collapsed, soggy sheetrock wall just right and blow it right into a group of
responders. A dog can walk across that same wall and fall right through it (I've seen this happen more
times that I would like to recall). You can even have termite damaged wood that won't support any
weight. In other words, it's tough.
But, one thing it does teach you is the importance of training on those materials as well as to trust your
dog and your instincts. If you don't feel right about the rubble; don't climb it. If your dog refuses to climb
and you have a dog like my girl, Styx, who will climb anything, then you REALLY should NOT climb it!
In Joplin, we pushed these dogs. We pushed them harder and longer than I have ever pushed a dog
before in my almost 15-year long SAR career. We worked rubble at night, in hail storms, in
thunderstorms (resulting in several responders being struck lightening) and in the Midwestern heat and
humidity. We worked approximately 22 hours in 24 hour time frame. We slept in our cars. The handlers
ate whatever they could find or brought with them. We gave IV fluids to some SAR dogs. We had some
rushed to area vet clinics for serious injuries. And, I thanked the heavens every day for a dog that I
trusted and who trusted me.
Styx cleared fallen homes quickly. And, after many years working with her (I'm a firm believer that if you
have a good dog, you are never WORKING the dog. You are working WITH the dog.); I have learned the
hard way to trust her. If she says it is clear; that there are no remains, then there are no remains to be
found. Every time I have doubted her, I have been burned. When you come to the realization that you
are the chauffer and not the expert; then you will be amazed at what your dog will do.
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I had one firefighter from Kansas City who has seen Styx work for years comment while he was working
with us in Joplin that "these SAR dogs are magic. It could have been weeks of around the clock searching
my human responders before the IC [Incident Commander = the head honcho] felt like it was safe to
bulldoze but these dogs do it better and cleaner than we ever could!" I hope we didn't disappoint him or
the family members who waited on the dogs to complete their searches. We certainly did our best.
The Joplin tornado is one of the deadliest in U.S. history. The final death toll was 154 people. It may not
sound like a lot but in a town with a population of 50,150 (2010 US Census) - it is. And, every life is
valuable. And I am proud of every SAR dog that responded to Joplin and especially to see our breed so
well-represented.
From Irene Korotev:
We worked with our regional fire departments USAR
task force, the Kansas City Regional Heavy Rescue
task force working in conjunction with the
firefighters as they conducted their search and
rescue operations. That Monday we began working
in the area of Main and 24 St. and continued
working through residential areas and around the
nursing homes. The weather remained unsettled
and the unrelenting rain added to the somberness of
our task. By nightfall, we were all moved to the area
adjacent to the high school. We continued our
rescue sweeps with the firefighters through the
residential areas around the school into the early
hours of the next day, Tuesday. We did manage to
catch a few winks, sleeping in our cars.
Our task force was then moved to the Wal-Mart
area where we participated in a possible rescue
situation: someone heard sounds from beneath a
collapsed wall, perhaps from survivors. Though
none of our dogs confirmed that, the next few hours
were spent in the careful dismantling of the
collapsed wall. No one was found there. Late in the
evening another severe storm swept through the
area. While our task force elected to stay in the
remains of the Wal-Mart store, our canine teams were sent to a nearby Sam's Club for safe harbor in the
storm. We spent the next couple of hours sleeping on the floor on dog beds, alongside our dogs. After
the storm blew over, we returned to Wal-Mart and resumed our assignment, working with the
firefighters, clearing the multi-building apartment complex across the road. We finished that task about
1:30 am Wednesday. Our task force was released to return to the Kansas City metro area.
Seeing the devastation which stretched for miles, with huge 4-wheel drive trucks stuck in the treetops,
vans wrapped around trees like tinfoil, and the eerie sculptures which were once trees, now draped with
metal, plastic, fabrics, on naked branches, all dotted through the landscape of homes reduced to
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toothpicks and precious personal mementos strewn everywhere, we all marveled that the fatality count
was not much higher.
A little over a week later, members of our canine unit we asked to assist a local search team, Newton
County Search and Recovery, in a final sweep to recover any missing still unaccounted for. In
conjunction with other teams from around the state who also responded to the call, we spent several
days working through and around large debris piles, checking streams and lakes, and pushing from 6am
to after dark to complete our task. We slept on a church floor, and in an ambulance station. Thankfully
each location had showers. When the local government announced that all the missing had been
accounted for, we returned home.
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Litter Announcements

These listings are for informational purposes only and should not
be construed as constituting recommendations of the United
Doberman Club. Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy of
the information. Buyers should educate themselves regarding
puppy selection and check all matters relating to AKC registration,
health, quality, and stud agreements with the breeders, sellers, or
stud owners before making decisions. The United Doberman Club
accepts no responsibility for transactions that may result from the
use of this information.

Landgraf

Sire: Eiko vom Landgraf
Titles: SchH3, ZTP1A, AD, GCG
Health Test Information: Hips HD-1
(Excellent Germany), MSU Thyroid
Normal, CERF, Holter clear 0 VPC's, DCM
PDK4 Negative, vWD Clear, BBDD
Dam: Fenja vom Landgraf
Titles: BH, SchH1
Health Test Information: Hips HD-1
(excellent Germany), MSU Thyroid
Normal, CERF, Holter clear 0 vpcs, DCM
PDK4 Negative, vWD Clear
Breeder: Wendy Schmitt
Date Whelped: July 10th
3 black males, 6 black females
Kennel Name: vom Landgraf
Contact: Wendy Schmitt
Address: Sacramento CA 95821
Phone: 916-802-7318
Email: Landgrafk9@aol.com
Web Site: www.Landgrafk9.com

Vom Lohner
Sire: UDC Ch. Bell'lavoro Augustus
Titles: CGC, WAC, DV-ZTP, VCX, FH1,
IPO3
Health Test Information: Eyes CERF. vWD
free, OFA Hips Good, OFA Elbows
Normal
Dam: Incredible Chanel (Basia)
Titles: CGC, WAC, YTT, ATT, SCH3
Health Test Information: Eyes CERF, vWD
Free, Negative for DCM Mutation Gene,
OFA Hips Excellent, OFA Elbows Normal
Breeder: Marie Miller
Date Due: November 2011
Kennel Name: Vom Lohner
Contact: Marie Miller
Address: 1786 Manor Dr., Santa Rosa, CA
95403
Phone: 707-328-4513
Email: marie@romellibailbonds.com
Web Site:
www.prodogz.com/vom_lohner.html

UDC Breeding/Litter Announcements are a great way to get the word out
about a planned breeding or a litter of puppies. For only $10, your
breeding/litter announcement will be posted on UDC-Official and listed on the
UDC website for 60 days (may be renewed for another 60 days for an
additional $10). Our website receives over 80,000 hits each month, so it
provides extraordinary exposure. In addition, announcements will be listed in
the next issue of the UDC FOCUS.
Please remember that ALL litter announcements on UDC-OFFICIAL must be paid
announcements. You must complete the Litter Announcement form (on the website) and
mail with a check payable to United Doberman Club to: Leslie Carpenter 369 N. Fallsview
Lane Wake Forest, NC 27587. Once your payment is received we will post your litter
announcement to the web, and to UDC-OFFICIAL. Your announcement will also be listed in
the next edition of the UDC Focus. UDC litter announcements are for MEMBERS ONLY.
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UDC Board of Directors

Effective September15, 2011

OFFICERS
President
LINDA KURZ
3640 Yellow Dog Rd
Lonedell, MO 63060
hauskurz@usmo.com
(636) 629-4553
Vice President
DEBBIE HARTZELL
4255 Laurel Ridge Drive
Allison Park, PA 15101
navistardobe1@ verizon.net
(412) 487-5177
Treasurer
IRINA SASU
2800 Perry Lane
Austin, TX 78731
rhapsodydobes
@earthlink.net
(512) 458-1818
Recording Secretary
MARIE E. MILLER
1786 Manor Dr.
Santa Rosa CA 95403
(707) 328-4513
marie@
romellibailbonds.com
Corresponding Secretary
BETH BISHOP
6031 Sleight Rd.
Bath, MI 48808
bishop@msu.edu
(517) 641-7345

Membership Secretary
LINDA KYE
114 Chickasaw Place
Jacksonville, AR 72076
linda_kye@yahoo.com
(501) 982-7668
Member Club Secretary
LINDA LINDIC
44 East 209th Street
Euclid, OH 44123
pllindic@
roadrunner.com
(216) 789-7025
DIRECTORS
Canada
Michelle Limoges
9111-84 Ave.
Edmonton AB T6C 1E5
udcdoberman@shaw.ca
780-468-6245
Northeast
JIM TOMAN
308 Washington Ave
Milltown, NJ 08850
JTandsun@aol.com
(732) 407-8746
Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island,
Connecticut
New York, New Jersey,
Delaware, Pennsylvania,
Maryland

Mid-East
Brandi Williams
P.O. Box 1042
Jeffersonville, IN 47131
masayadobermans@
yahoo.com
502-214-7864
West Virginia, Virginia
Michigan, Indiana, Ohio
Illinois, Kentucky
South
CHRIS RASMUSSEN
10117 Old Roxboro
Road
Bahama, NC 27503
christine.rasmussen
@gmail. com
(919) 477-7932
Tennessee, Mississippi,
Alabama, Georgia,
Florida,
North Carolina, South
Carolina
Mid-South
DOUG MATSON
6721 N Seneca
Wichita, KS 67204
doug@kansadobe.com
(316) 744-3214
Arkansas, Kansas,
Oklahoma, Texas,
Louisiana

Mid-Central
TIFFANY MAHAFFEY
tiffany@firststryk.com
(816) 830-6619
North Dakota, South
Dakota, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Nebraska,
Iowa, Missouri
Southwest
SANDI ATKINSON
1064 S. Mountain
Estates Rd.
Florissant, CO 80816
dobrmom9845
@msn.com
(719) 294-7132
Utah, Colorado,
Arizona, New Mexico
Northwest
SUE KELLY-WALSH
15710 S Molter Rd
Rockford, WA 99030
Desperadodobes
@aol.com
(509) 291-3147
Alaska, Washington,
Montana, Oregon,
Idaho, Wyoming
West
WENDY SCHMITT
Landgrafk9@aol.com
(916) 802-7318
California, Nevada,
Hawaii
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UDC Member Clubs

CENTRAL TEXAS
DOBERMAN CLUB
IRINA SASU
2800 Perry Lane
Austin, TX 78731
(512) 458-1818
rhapsodydobes@earthlink.net
CENTRAL VALLEY
DOBERMAN CLUB
Erynn Lucas
Riverbank, CA 95367
(520) 306-0195
workingk9s@msn.com
www.centralvalleydobermanclub.com
MID-CENTRAL WORKING
DOBERMANS CLUB
SUZAN SHIPP
795 NE 101 Road
Warrensburg, MO 64093
(660) 441-3822
Dobesl07@Yahoo.com
MID-SOUTH WORKING
DOBERMAN CLUB
CARMA CLEVELAND
12211 Monterey Rd.
Collierville, TN 38017
(901) 854-4268
gsdobe@bellsouth.net
NEW ENGLAND WORKING
DOBERMANS
NAZARENE MONDELLO
256 Moss Hill Road
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 522-0253
alisandro1@aol.com

Effective September 20, 2011

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DOBERMAN
PINSCHER CLUB
SUE KELLY WALSH
15710 S. Molter Road
Rockford, WA 99030
(509) 291-3147
Desperadodobes@aol.com
REDWOOD WORKING
DOBERMANN CLUB
LORNA O'CONNOR
3163 Juniper Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
(707) 322-3272
info@incrediblecanine.com
SPORT DOBERMAN CLUB
OF COLORADO
JOANNAH DAVIS
915 E. 23rdAvenue
Denver, CO 80205-5110
(303) 861-7613
cobiabja@hotmail.com
SANDI ATKINSON
1064 S. Mountain Estates Rd.
Florissant, CO 80816
dobrmom9845@msn.com
TOTAL DOBERMAN
ASSOCIATION
TERRI CLARY
358 E. Pecan Tree Road
Waxahachie, TX 75165
(972) 904-3141
dobergoat@gmail.com

TRI-STATE DOBERMAN
CLUB
RAY CARLISLE
P. O. Box 203
Spring Valley, NY 10977
(845) 352-6300 Office
(845) 987-2357 Home
(914) 393-0166 Cell
(845) 352-0067 Fax
caradobe@aol.com
MERYL WINNIE
220 Crow Hill Rd.
Delanson, NY 12053
(h) (518) 895-8506
(c) (518) 857-6543
Meryl@arcon.bz
membership@tristate
dobermanclub. com
www.tristatedobermanclub.com
VERMONT TOTAL
DOBERMAN CLUB
TRACI MULLIGAN
P. O. Box 71
Arlington, VT 05250
(802) 375-6121
traci@rebholzerdobermans.com
ELLEN DECHIRO
112 Deepkill Rd.
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 788-2829
Dirkster16@yahoo.com
WORKING DOBERMANNS
OF THE CAROLINAS
CHRIS RASMUSSEN
10117 Old Roxboro Road
Bahama, NC 27503
(919) 477-7932
President@workingdobermanns
ofthecarolinas.com
www.workingdobermannsof
thecarolinas.com
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MEMBER CLUB TRIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Working Dobermanns of the Carolinas is holding a Regional IPO Trial on December 10th, 2011
with Hartmut Beckmann, DVG judging. More information will be available on the WDC website
at http://www.workingdobermannsofthecarolinas.com, or contact Chris Rasmussen at
crasmussen@nc.rr.com.

NEW

UNITED DOBERMAN CLUB ZAZZLE STORE

Doberman Lovers! The United Doberman Club has opened a store on Zazzle where you can
purchase unique Doberman merchandise. The merchandise designs feature dogs owned by
UDC Members. Profits from the sale of items will be donated to the UDC Health, Search &
Rescue, Competitors, and Rescue Funds. Some items can be personalized with your dog’s
name. Shop for gifts for gifts or buy for yourself while proudly displaying our beloved breed!
Visit our store today http://www.zazzle.com/uniteddoberclub

Join the UDC

Discover activities in which you can participate with your Doberman, and where you can go to
network with other Doberman owners and enthusiasts. The UDC offers opportunities to learn
more about training your Doberman in a variety of activities for which your dog is suited. And if
competition is of interest, check out the UDC events that are held around the country. Visit
http://www.uniteddobermanclub.com/forms/MembershipApplication.pdf download, print and
mail your application today!

Dog Registration & Scorebook Application

Is your dog registered in the UDC? Take advantage of the following benefits by registering
your dog in the United Doberman Club - with your registration fee of $40.00 you receive the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

A Registry Certificate which records and consolidates your dogs’ health tests,
performance titles, conformation titles, and temperament test ratings which is
updated and sent to you annually.
Pedigree that includes all titles (including verifiable international titles)
AWDF Score Book (which is acceptable to all AWDF working clubs)
Discounted entry fees and National and Regional events
A UDC Registration number which may be tied to the dogs’ tattoo or microchip
number.

Go to http://www.uniteddobermanclub.com/registration/individual_regn.html print out and
mail your Registration Application today!
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UNITED DOBERMAN CLUB
MINUTES OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - April 27, 2011
UDC NATIONALS
The meeting was held the Radisson Hotel in
Research Triangle Park, NC. UDC
President Linda Kurz called the meeting to
order at 8:30 p.m.
Members in attendance were: Linda Kurz,
Joe Kurz, Linda Lindic, Pete Lindic, Mitch
Edley, Carma Cleveland, Bunny Lanning,
Nancy Christensen, Donna Ackerman,
Jason Doyse, Ray Carlisle, Silke Satzinger,
Patrice Kaizar, Sally Kapp, Sharon Marinelli,
Lyn Kargaard, Jim Loman, Loel Turpin,
Patricia Vidla, Sean Salke, Leslie Carpenter,
Chris Rasmussen, Irene Korotev, Traci
Mulligan
Report of the President – A mail ballot will
be sent regarding modification of the
Constitution and By-Laws with respect to
authorizing the Board of Directors to make
rule changes as deemed necessary, as well
as requiring membership of at least a year
before becoming eligible to sponsor new
members. There will also be two surveys
sent – one to solicit input on the standard to
be used for conformation events and the
other regarding the future of the Focus and
how much of the annual dues should be
dedicated to that publication.
Congratulations to Leslie Carpenter on the
new website, although it is still a work in
progress and not yet completed. Leslie is
responsible for website design and Laura
Hulke for handling everyday administration.
UDC Manuals, which are sort of legacy from
when Bill Knox developed them, are on-line
but need to be update. While the forms are
current, a volunteer is needed to review the
documentation and make recommendations
for revisions.
DPCA gave UDC a substantial donation for
the Fall Classic IPO trial and has made a
commitment to continue its financial support
for the next two years. The next Fall Classic
will be held in Fitchburg this year. The next
Focus will have a flyer promoting that event.
DPCA has persuaded AKC to have a
Working Dog Class, but that may be just

honorary. A discussion from the floor
indicated that there might be confusion on
that. It was expected that the winner of the
Working Dog Class would go in for Winner‟s
Dog rather than for Best of Breed. DPCA
will be asked to clarify if the object is to bring
recognition to the “working dog” by going
into BOB or into the Winner‟s Class where
points could be awarded.
Linda Kurz read the following reports, as
submitted.
Report of the Membership Secretary United Doberman Club
Membership Secretary Report
April 2011

Total number of UDC memberships as of
April 2011, is as follows:

Type of
Membership
United States

Memberships – May
Memberships - April Increase /
2010
2011
Individual Family Total Individual Family Total (Decrease)
207

International

11

Total
Individual &
Family

218

45 252
1

222

12

8

46 264

230

46 268
1

16

9

-3

47 277
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Total UDC membership count as of April
2011, is as follows:

Type of
Membership
United States
International
Total Individual
& Family

No. of Members - May No. of Members - April Increase /
2010
2009
Individual Family Total Individual Family Total (Decrease)
207
11
218

90 297
2

222

13

8

92 310

230

90 312
2

15

10

-3

92 322

12

This membership count includes the new
and late renewal members to be voted on in
April 2011. Since May 2010, UDC
membership has increased by 12. We have
an increase of 15 total members for the US
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and a decrease of 3 international members.
Thirty-two individuals and 6 family
memberships were not renewed along with
5 international individual memberships for a
total count of 48 individuals that choose not
to not renew their membership during the
last period. Of the non-renewal
memberships with 5 years or more with the
UDC, 18 individuals plus 4 families did not
renew. The increase in membership has
been offset by new member applicants.
This gives the appearance that the UDC
is attracting new members but at the
same time we are losing a large number
of long standing members.
In January, 2011 the board voted to modify
the UDC By-Laws (Article 1. Section 4) to
include qualification of an applicant‟s UDC
Sponsor to be a member in good standing of
the UDC for a minimum of one year.
A mail ballot will be submitted to the
members to confirm this change.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda Kye
UDC Membership Secretary
April 20, 2011
Health Committee Report – The "Layman's
Explanation of the PDK4 Mutation
Implicated in Doberman Cardiomyopathy"
has been published in the 2011 1st Quarter
FOCUS and is independently posted on the
UDC website in the Health Section.
Versatility Report –
UNITED DOBERMAN CLUB
VERSATILITY COMMITTEE REPORT
Annual Report
2011 UDC Nationals

Congratulations to the following very special
Dobermans and their proud owners for their
attainment of the VCX and VC titles during
the last year!!!

17-Oct10

UDC Ch. Cicily vom Koby Haus, BH,
WAE, ATT, BSB-E3A, CGC
Owned and Loved by Jim & Janis Toman

Versatility Companion (VC)
9-May-10

Bell'Lavoros Primo Diamante Rio, BH, WAC, ATT, CGC, ThD
Owned and Loved by Marie Iulo

9-May-10

Cara's Thorny Issue, BH, WAC, ATT, CHIC, CGC
Owned and Loved by Jeffrey Saporito

17-Oct-10

UKC Ch. Cara's Hot Mama, BH, WAC, ATT, CGC
Owned and Loved by Linda & Peter Lindic

8-Jan-11

Beja‟s Redneck Brother Rudy, BH, CGC, CD, TR-1, OB-1,
WAC, ZTP SG1B
Owned and Loved by Anthony & Marylyn DeGregorio

Send me your new and updated Versatility
Profile Questionnaires for the quarterly
“Versatility Spotlight” feature in Focus! Don‟t
pass up this unique opportunity for
recognition of your special Doberman
companion and your accomplishments
together as a working team!
If you have a VC or VCX Title and would like
to submit or update your Versatility Profile
Questionnaire, please call or write and I will
be happy to send you a new questionnaire.
If you have earned new titles since your VC
or VCX Title was awarded, let me know and
I will be pleased to announce your new titles
in the next Versatility report!
If you would like more information on the
UDC Versatility program or a VC-VCX
application, please print out the Versatility
Title Requirements and Application Form
from the UDC website at
www.uniteddobermanclub.com or call me at
(425) 226-4810 (evenings, or anytime to
leave a message) or contact me at my
“UDC” email address:
udcdoberman@shaw.ca.
Submitted by
Julianne Ferado, UDC Versatility
Committee, P.O. Box 58455, Renton, WA
98058-1455

Versatility Companion Excellent (VCX)
09-May10

UDC Ch. Tri-Star's Avalon Sunset, OA,
AXJ, NF, WAC, ATT, CGC
Owned and Loved by Laura Hulke
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2,295.75

Miscellaneous

Treasurer’s Report –

2,315.32

Postage and Delivery
Jan - Dec 10

Ordinary Income/Expense

Total Expense
Net Ordinary Income

17,642.29
11,205.56

Income
20th Anniversary

788.96
4,687.67

Ads
Breeders Listing

60.00

Contributions Income
Restricted
Competitors
Fund

535.00

Health Fund

400.00

Rescue Fund

585.00

Total Restricted
Total Contributions Income
Litter Ad

1,520.00
1,520.00
86.95

Membership Dues
Club
Family
Individual
Total Membership Dues
Miscellaneous Income

488.39
3,692.38
11,472.77
15,653.54
2,466.45

National Income
Catalog Ads

96.80

Trophy Donations
National Income Other

72.52

Total National Income
Program Fees
Versatility Program
Fees
Total Program Fees
Registration Fees
Total Income
Expense
Bank Service Charges
Computer
Dues and Subscriptions

825.00
994.32

Net Income

11,205.56

Submitted by
Irina Sasu, Treasurer
Linda Lindic spoke in person, thanking Chris
and Lindsey and others for the Southern
hospitality extended for the 2011 UDC
National. She commented on problems with
the Focus magazine and reported that a
Focus Committee has been formed. Beth
Bishop is developing a survey for member
feedback. A number of volunteers are
needed to get the magazine back on track.
Linda said she will be doing track
management and help is needed to solicit
advertising. She said we will not be
renewing the Focus contract in the current
form. Quarterly issues will be in digital
format, with the annual yearbook issue
being the only one in print. She said we are
looking at alternatives, and volunteers are
needed to help get bids and coordinate
proposals. The next digital issue should
come out by May 15. The following issue
will be member created, which Laura Hulke
has volunteered to do in the interim. Linda
asked members to help if they can and be
part of the solution, not part of the problem.

Linda Kurz announced this year‟s Service
Dog award winner, Jäger, owned by Irene
40.00
Korotev. She said UDC makes an effort to
support real working dogs, the ones out
2,549.96 saving lives. The full detail of Jäger‟s
28,847.85 accomplishments will appear in the National
Issue of the Focus magazine.
40.00

The final item of business was Election of
Officers. The Slate and Bios, as attached,
162.88
was mailed to members earlier this year.
614.47
812.92

FOCUS
Production
Total FOCUS

8,970.95
8,970.95

IDC Travel

750.00

Insurance

1,720.00
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UNITED DOBERMAN CLUB
Nominating Committee Slate of Officers
February 1, 2011
The following list of candidates for the
upcoming year has been submitted by the
Nominating Committee.
Officers nominated to fill one year terms:
President
Linda Kurz
Vice President
Laura Hulke
Treasurer
Irina Sasu
Recording Secretary
Terri Clary
Corresponding Secretary
Beth Bishop
Membership Secretary
Linda Kye
Member Club Secretary
Linda Lindic

The Constitution and By-Laws (C&B) of the
United Doberman Club states that additional
nominations of eligible members may be
made by written petition addressed to the
Corresponding Secretary and received at
his/her regular address on or before March
15, 2009, signed by ten (10) members and
accompanied by the written acceptance of
each such additional nominee signifying
his/her willingness to be a candidate. Any
such nominations should be mailed to:
Laura Hulke,
UDC Corresponding Secretary
23901 Nebula St. NE
Stacy, MN 55079
dobestar@frontier.net
Respectfully submitted by
Terri Clary
Terri Clary, Chair Nominations Committee
UNITED DOBERMAN CLUB

Directors nominated to fill two year terms
or to complete a second year of a term
(i.e. replacement):
Region
Term Expiration
Mid-East
(06-13)
Brandi Williams
1st term
Northwest
(06-13)
Sue Kelly-Walsh
2nd term
Southwest
(06-13)
Sandi Atkinson
2nd term
West
(06-13)
Wendy Schmitt
2nd term
No nomination or election.
These
directors are completing the second year
of a two-year term:
Mid-Central
(06-12)
Tiffany Mahaffey
Mid-South
(06-12)
Douglas Matson
South
(06-12)
Chris Rasmussen
Northeast
(06-12)
Debbie Hartzell
Canada
(------)
Vacant
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Linda Kurz –Candidate for President
We have owned Dobermans since 1970, titling
them in AKC obedience, tracking, and
Schutzhund. All our Dobermans have been our
trained personal/property protection dogs. They
are our housedogs and travel companions on
wilderness canoe/camping trips from Inuvik on
the Arctic Ocean to the Florida Everglades.
We were present at UDC‟s founding. Our
family‟s active service to the club began in 19967 when we organized two very successful raffles
supporting the competitors‟ fund (our F250 was
filled to the brim with donated goods). In 1997, I
co-chaired the St. Louis national with Ellen
Higgins and again in 1998 with Julie Stade and
Nancy Christensen and yet again in 2006 with
Ray Carlisle. I have served as Mid-Central
regional director and as Recording Secretary. For
the past few years, I have served as UDC
Administrator of Records and intend to continue
in that role. One of my greatest interests is the
health status of our breed and I have co-chaired
the UDC‟s health committee. As president, I
hope to focus on the UDC programs that
distinguish our organization including our IPO
program, European-style conformation, and our
comprehensive breed survey with its emphasis
on structure, working temperament, and health.
Laura Hulke –Candidate for Vice President
I purchased my first Doberman in 1993. Portia
was from “show” lines and I was encouraged to
try showing her by the breeder. From then on, I
was hooked on the breed and on dog
competitions of every type. Over the past 16plus years, I have competed successfully with my
Dobermans in Conformation, Obedience and
Agility. In 2000, I was thrilled to be a finalist in the
first ever DPCA Agility Top 20 with U-CD
Wittrock‟s Rocket, CD, OA, OAJ, OAC, NAP, AD,
WAC, CGC. My first male Doberman was CH, UCD Teeco‟s Night Hawk, CD, OA, NAJ, RN,
ROM, OAC, OJC, OGC, CGC, TDI, VCX. For
many years, “Calvin” was the most-titled
Doberman in Minnesota. To date, my dogs have
earned more than 40 titles and certificates.
In 1997, I went to my first UDC National because
I was intrigued by the Total Doberman concept
and by the European type of Dobermann. I had
no idea what to expect, but Calvin came home
with a Best Youth ribbon under Hans
Wiblishauser! Since 1997, I have attended most
of the UDC Nationals that have been held in the
Midwest. At the 2008 and 2009 UDC Nationals, I
was chair of the Working Aptitude Evaluation and
of the UDC‟s own Temperament Tests.
In addition to showing and training my own dogs,
I have been actively involved with Doberman
rescue. I have been president of Doberman
Rescue Minnesota since 2001, and am currently
in the process of training in my successor.

During my tenure with DRM, I was responsible
for many important initiatives, including filling the
necessary paperwork to obtain 501(c)3 non-profit
status, establishing permanent identification
through micro-chipping, as well as numerous
fundraising opportunities, including our yearly
“Dobe-O-Rama, quarterly newsletter, and
calendar sales. Our rescue group is financially
sound – we always operate in the black, without
skimping on veterinary care and other
necessities.
Out in the non-dog world, I have been married for
nearly 20 years to my extremely tolerant
husband, and work as an Administrative Analyst,
which is just a fancy way to say computer geek!
I BELIEVE in the Total Doberman concept Conformation, Temperament and Health. I
think all three parts are equally important. This is
what brought me to UDC in 1997, and what
keeps me here 14 years later. If elected as
Corresponding Secretary, my volunteer
experience, strong computer skills and passion
for the breed will be put to use finding ways to
promote and grow the United Doberman Club
while keeping the Total Doberman concept intact.

Irina Sasu –Candidate for Treasurer

Irina Sasu fell into dogs when she purchased her
first Doberman Amen-Ra (AKC/UDC/UKC/Intl CH
Hillco's Texas Blazing Star, UD, RE, ROM, VCX,
ZTP, OB2, TDI, R2MCL, AD, CGC etc ) in 2000
as a running partner. Now 10 years young,
Amen-Ra turned out to be her first champion,
UD, multi High in Trial, ROM and Obedience Top
Twenty Doberman (although they never did go
running together...LOL)
Using the kennel name Rhapsody, Irina has bred
multiple AKC/UDC champions and over 35 dogs
who have earned over 120 performance titles.
Since joining the UDC in 2001, Irina has served
as regional director, national show chairman and
treasurer since 2006. She lives in Austin TX with
3 generations of homebred champions.
Beth Bishop -- Candidate for Corresponding
Secretary
I acquired my first Doberman, quite
unintentionally, when a college roommate
brought home a puppy. The puppy, “Sam”,
converted me into a lifetime Doberman fan with
his energy, intelligence and personality. I
currently train and show my Dobermans in
obedience, tracking, agility, and rally, and have
also trained in conformation and schutzhund. I
am a member of UDC, DPCA and several local
agility clubs and have served as treasurer and
training director for a local obedience club. I am a
Certified Pet Dog Trainer (CPDT-ka) and co-own
a training business that provides group classes,
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private consults and hosts Rally and Obedience
Trials. In “real life” I work at Michigan State
University as an entomologist. I share my home
with one cat and 2 Dobes: Jackson (9 1/2 yr),
and Mia (5 yr).
I was drawn to the UDC because of its emphasis
on the Total Doberman and joined in 2003. I have
attended every UDC national since 2006. I was
the obedience chair for the 2009 and 2010
nationals. I have also put on Rally “Fun Matches”
during the nationals. I also serve UDC as
Archivist and the Obedience Chairperson. I was
the Mid-East Regional Director from 2008-2011.
I strongly believe in the Total Doberman and in
preserving the working heritage of the breed.
Because of this I am honored to serve the United
Doberman Club.
Terri Clary –Candidate for Recording
Secretary
I have been a member of the United Doberman
Club for approximately 15 years, serving as Mid
South Regional Director for 4 years and
Recording Secretary for 1 year. I am a strong
proponent of Schutzhund/IPO/VPG and Breed
Survey as the basic and indispensable tools to
improve and promote the Dobermann breed in
this country.
I live just south of Dallas, Texas in the semi-rural
town of Waxahachie with my husband Jim, our
four Dobermans, one Basset Hound, twenty
Rhode Island Red hens and 41 Boer Goats. Jim
and I raise and train Dobermans under the
kennel name “ de Tejas”.
Linda Kye –Candidate for Membership
Secretary
There has always been a dog in my life. My
mother tried to sway me with Banty chickens, and
a Siamese cat, hoping to get me involved with
other types of animals- but I would always go
back to my dogs. My older brother would bring
me every stray dog that he saw, knowing that it
must have driven my mother crazy especially
when this beautiful collie was caught standing on
top of the dining room table enjoying a nice
meal. Yet I know down deep she was a dog
person too. As a child, I did not have any formal
obedience instruction; I had never even seen
anyone heeling a dog much less any dog
competition. But I always taught my dogs tricks
anyway, some of the standard ones and some I
just made up myself.
When I married my husband, he said I could not
bring my dog with me. But that soon changed.
One year after we were married he introduced
me to my first purebred dog and my first
Doberman. I fell in love. Kyzer was one of the

most loving and intelligent animals I had ever
been around. He was great with the kids and the
one time that I needed protection, he let them
know to get away and stay away. I was hookedand no other dog breed would ever do.
Of course, I needed another Doberman for
myself. I found Portia, one of the sweetest
gentlest little girls in the world. And guess what, I
did everything with her that I did with Schatzi and
then some. If you have ever met my husband
you will know that he is extremely competitive.
This tended to bring out my own competitive
nature. What is funny is how we now compete
against each other, trying to prove each of our
dogs are the best. Our little family grew even
larger with the addition of Deacon from Wendy
Schmitt, a truly awesome dog that Larry can
really compete with in Schutzhund. Our breeding
of Schatzi to Ray Carlisle„s Topper produced my
little Lexie.
The only thing that interferes is work. I would
much rather work my dogs than go to work. I am
finally going to retire in May and look forward to
more time to devote to my dogs and to the UDC.
I have been a computer programmer most of my
life, which will help me with the membership
secretary‟s duties. Another thing that should help
prepare me for this position was the experience I
received from the volunteer work I did with the
AAU (Amateur Athletic Union) power lifting
association. I was the coordinator for the AAU
National Military Power lifting Meets for 10 years
plus several other smaller meets. I was also a
National Power lifting judge (Believe me,
Dobermans are so much more fun). I took care
of all of the AAU‟s Power lifting Judges records
for over 3 years along with the power lifting
records for Arkansas.
If I am elected, I will use any and all skills that I
have acquired to insure accurate records are
maintained. My main objective in fulfilling the
duties of the membership secretary is to do
whatever I can to support and protect the total
Doberman, and their owners.
Linda Lindic --Candidate for Member club
Secretary
I reside in Ohio with my husband Pete. We share
our home with our cat Coco, and our male Dobe
– General Jack and the newest member of the
family our female Dobe –Shotzie. My husband
and I had our first Dobe in 1972. Jack and
Shotzie joined our family in 2005, and 2009
respectively.
We Joined the United Doberman Club in 2006
and attended our first UDC National that year
which was held at Purina Farms in MO. In
addition to the United Doberman Club, I belong to
the DPCA and a local chapter club, the
Lakeshore Doberman Club. My husband and I
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also belong to the Northeast Ohio Working Dog
Association, a USA Schutzhund club. We don‟t
have a local UDC member club in our area, but
have traveled to New York and North Carolina to
participate in events and trials at the Tri-State
Doberman and Dobermans of the Carolinas UDC
member clubs.
Along with the other Lakeshore Doberman club
members, we have put on a WAE test and
sponsored the Doberman Specialties in our area.
I served as UDC Trophy Donation Chair for the
2008 and 2009 and volunteered to be the Trophy
Donation Chair and Temperament Test Chair for
the 2010 Nationals. This past year I have served
as UDC Recording Secretary. I have also
worked on the following “special projects” –
redesign of the Award Certificates and the 2010
“Dogs of the UDC Calendar”. I strongly believe
in the concept of the Total Doberman.
Brandi Williams -- Candidate for Mid-East
Regional Director
My name is Brandi Williams. I have owned
Dobermans for 13yrs. I have been a member of
the DCPN, DPCA, UDC and Schutzhund USA for
4 yrs. I am also an active member of the Mid
Kentucky Kennel Club and have served on
several committees. I have served as the Health
Chair for the UDC Nationals.
My first Doberman was certified through Delta
society as a therapy dog. He visited nursing
homes and represented the breed at many
outreach activities. I have trained Dobermans in
agility, obedience, and Schutzhund. I also breed
working dobermans. My current Dobermans are
Swift Run's Volcan Masaya IPO3, CD, RN WAC
CGC and her daughter Masaya's Adrenaline
Rush BH, CD, CGC.
I am active in showing Great Danes and have
finished a Dane in AKC conformation. I also cobreed Bulldogs with my mother and we currently
have a male we bred that is lacking 1 point to
finish his AKC CH.
My goal for the club is diversity. The Doberman
is a beautiful working dog. We need to embrace
all aspects of the breed. We also need to
promote the Doberman to the general public and
break down the untrue stereotypes.
Tiffany Mahaffey --Candidate for Mid-Central
Regional Director

Tiffany Mahaffey has been a search and
rescue (SAR) canine handler since 1998 for
various teams throughout the United States.
After several non-traditional breeds (Boxers

and a Rhodesian Ridgeback), Tiffany
decided to look for a breed capable of
excelling in multiple fields as her interests
expanded as well. The search brought her to
Dobermans resulting in her two most recent
SAR dogs - one of whom passed away in
2009 at the age of 15. Currently, her latest
SAR dog is a Russian import - Irinland Emili
Ester, CGC, WAC, BH; better known as
"Styx."
Since importing, training and certifying Styx
in Human Remains Detection; they have
branched out as team into schutzhund and
hope to continue their involvement in the
field in the coming years with Styx's
offspring. The majority of her pups are also
working and competing in multiple fields
including: SAR, schutzhund, police work and
conformation with numerous titles and Best
of Breed wins in both AKC and UKC
competitions under the "First Stryk" kennel
name.
In her world outside of Dobermans, Tiffany
is a certified emergency manager who works
for a national non-profit organization
focusing on fighting animal cruelty and
providing disaster response support by
deploying technical animal rescue teams or
incident management teams throughout the
country. She has responded to numerous
natural and man-made disasters throughout
the United States and trained hundreds of
first responders in animal search and
rescue, animal behavior, disaster planning
and animal decontamination. In the past,
she has worked not only as an emergency
manager for a Level I Trauma Center but
also as a newspaper reporter and columnist
reporting on local political activities and
animal related issues when she lived in
Ohio.
Debbie Hartzell –Candidate for Northeast
Regional Director
I have been a member of UDC for 15 years. I
joined UDC because of my belief in the total
Doberman. Having started in the conformation
world I learned that structure is important. But
also came to believe that correct conformation is
important but not at the expense of temperament
and working ability. I am a firm believer that the
Doberman is a working dog and those
characteristics should be maintained along with
good structure and health. I have been involved
with Dobermans for over 20 years. I have served
on the\Top Twenty Agility Committee of the
DPCA, been a past Vice President, Treasurer
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and Secretary of two local obedience training
clubs, served as the Agility Training Director of a
local club, currently serving as their agility trial
chairperson and have also served as the
Secretary for the Penn-Ohio Schutzhund Club as
well as holding the Recording Secretary position
of UDC
Chris Rasmussen –Candidate for South
Regional Director
I got into Dobermans thanks to Tammy MarshallWeldon, in 1992. I wanted a companion to go
horseback riding with me, a high energy dog that
had less hair than a golden retriever, and would
maybe bark at a stranger. Tammy had a picture
of her "A" litter of puppies at the local saddler
store, and I thought - oh, how cute! How could
anyone be afraid of Dobermans? I lived in the
'country' outside of Charlottesville, VA, and
Tammy lived just a few miles away from me. My
husband and I went to visit the litter, and Tammy
had them all out in the yard, along with their dam,
a very young Alex v Haus Jagen, and a couple of
older rescues. The whole mess of Dobermans
came running towards our car, and neither me
nor my husband wanted to be the first to get out
of the car, due to the sight of the adult
Dobermans. I told my husband, "If we can't get
out of the car, she's not going to sell us a
puppy!"
We got an A litter pup from Tammy, and then
signed up for a B litter pup, and that's when
Tammy suggested(dragged) me to Schutzhund
training, which I thought was pretty much a joke
since a) I had never even trained a dog to do
much more than shake paws and roll over, and b)
I had no inclination whatsoever to teach my dog
to bite a guy. Famous last words. I ended up
taking Swift Run's Brother Brix all the way
through to a SchH III , FH, ZTP V1A as a
complete newbie to the breed and the sport. I
was hooked.
In 1996, I acquired a bitch named Farina v
Bahnhof who I titled to a SchH I, AD, CD level
and bred her to Brix for my A and B litter von
Moeller hof puppies, born in 2001 and 2002. I
titled Arras v Moeller hof to SchH III, IPO III, RH1, U-CD, AFFB SG1A. I competed with Arras at
3 AWDF events, a USA Regional event and UDC
Nationals. Arras will celebrate his 10 year old
birthday January 12th, 2010. I imported a bitch
from Germany in 2007, Quinna v Aurachgrund,
and she recently achieved her BH. She is my
current training project and I hope to get her
SchH 1 on her this spring.
I graduated from the University of Virginia in
1983, with a BA in Biology. I received a Masters
in Management Information Systems from UVA in
1993. I worked for the UVA business school for 8
years, I was a software consultant for 5 years,

and I have been working for a research company
in Research Triangle Park, NC for 12 years as a
project specialist, managing web and database
programmers. I have twin 8 year old boys and a
husband of 22 years.
I am a founding member and currently the
President of the Working Dobermans of the
Carolinas. We put on an annual UDC
conformation show, along with generally at least
one training seminar each year, and we would
like to also put on an IPO trial yearly as well.
My perspective on where UDC should go from
here: I would like for the UDC to provide breed
surveys that are recognized around the world,
rather than just within the UDC. I would like to
promote the UDC IPO national championship,
encourage AWDF participation, and overall, find
a way to promote the UDC to Doberman owners
who are schutzhund participants but not currently
members. While my main interest is Schutzhund,
I still support the conformation and obedience
programs within the UDC, because without them,
we would have an extremely small club!
I personally believe the nationals being an entire
week or 10 days long is too long, and ends up
separating groups of individuals as most people
cannot take the entire time off from their life. I
would prefer to see a shorter, more intense
several days of nationals rather than a spread out
nationals. I believe the nationals should not be
run by the board, but should be run by member
clubs in the spirit of entrepreneurial
opportunities. Towards this end, I would like to
promote more member clubs being created, with
more opportunities for UDC members to attend
and hold UDC shows and seminars.
I am in favor of the UDC becoming the working
arm of the DPCA as long as we are not in any
way governed by the DPCA and we can keep our
autonomy. I have favored a national IPO
championship trial being held in the fall rather
than the spring (when our nationals are held) to
promote more participation, especially for those
who have very cold winters, and therefore are not
ready to trial in early spring, and so maybe this is
an option, to have our National IPO Trial at the
DPCA nationals (which is held annually in the
fall) instead. (just a thought!)
I realize that I am a bit controversial in my views,
but I am open for change and new ideas and am
not content with keeping things they way they
are, simply because that's the way they've
always been. I believe it is time for the UDC to
kick it up a notch, prosper, and become a worldwide recognized entity.
I look forward to contributing to the management
of the UDC as we enter UDC's third decade.
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Douglas Matson –Candidate for MidSouth
Regional Director
I have been involved with Dobermans since the
mid-1970s. I joined my first schutzhund club in
1976 and have dabbled in schutzhund off an on
since then, but in my local area we have never
had an experienced mentor in all of these years.
I have bred and shown Dobermans under the
KANSA kennel name and to date have bred 35+
AKC Champions including multiple Top 20
contenders and All Breed Best in Show winners.
I bred the #1 Doberman Male of 1987-19881989 and bred and owned the DPCA Top
Producing Brood Bitch of 1987. I have also put
obedience, WAC, and ROM titles on several
dogs.
I believe that there are good Doberman(n)s all
over the world and have actively gone to Europe
to breed 4 litters to date and have imported 3
European Dobermanns including the only
Dobermann since World War II to achieve an
AKC and a European Championship. We have
successfully combined American and European
blood stock and finished the championships on
several of the progeny from those litters, and are
training a few of them in schutzhund with the time
and resources I have available. I have been
licensed by AKC to judge Dobermans since 1999
and have judged large Doberman(n) specialties
on 5 continents. I am currently licensed to judge
7 other breeds in addition to Dobermans.
I first joined the UDC in 1994 and was a founding
member of the Mid-America Doberman Club, but
this club did not survive. I re-joined UDC in 2004
and have been a continuous member since then.
I believe that the UDC is at crossroads and
needs to align itself with the larger, global
Doberman(n) community both nationally and
internationally. I believe that UDC should
maintain its original charter of promoting The
Total Doberman(n) by encouraging and
showcasing both conformation And working
abilities of the breed, and not factionalize the club
with conformation people vs. obedience people
vs. agility people vs. schutzhund people. This is
a small community and we need to be as
inclusive as possible of all Doberman(n)
interests.
I live in Wichita, Kansas with my lovely wife of 15
years, Jacque, and our son Sean. I have worked
of The Boeing Company for over 30 years as a
Quality Engineer. I will do my best to serve the
UDC member's best interests and the Mid-South
Region in particular.
Sue Kelly-Walsh –Candidate for Northwest
Regional Director
For those of you who don‟t know me, my name is
Sue Kelly-Walsh. I was one of the founding

members of UDC. I have owned and loved many
Dobermans in my life. I enjoy training my dogs in
many different venues, Obedience, Tracking,
Schutzhund, Conformation and Agility. First and
foremost, they are my friends and companions. I
have had the privilege of owning and training; Bo
Buddy CD - Warlock‟s Witch Master “Bronco”
CDX, WAC - Redyn‟s Summer Rain “Casey”
CDX, SchH 3, WAC, TD, VB. (Casey was the
head study for my “Doberman Pinscher” tshirt/sweatshirt that I sold at many DPCA and
UDC Nationals) - Phonix vom Norden Stamm
“Bruster” CDX, SchH 3, FH, TD, NA, CGC, VC,
WAC, GHC - Red Oak‟s Austin CD, TD, CGC,
BH, WAC - Cara‟s Cruise Control “Cruiser” CDX,
SchH 3, FH, AD, CGC, WAC - Jim vom
Aurachgrund AKC, UDC CD, SchH 3, Certified
Therapy Dog, AD, CGC, WAC, GFFB-VG 1A Jammer vom Aurachgrund (AKC, UDC, CDC CD,
BH, Ellen Higgins earned these titles on Jammer)
SchH 3, GFFB E 1A, WAC, CGC. I continue to
train Pistol vom Aurachgrund CD, BH, CGC and
Desperado‟s Hogan von der Accani “Johnny” BH,
CGC.
I am in the process of starting up a UDC
Regional Club in my area and hope to have some
UDC events and encourage people with
Dobermans here to participate and join the UDC.
We have a lot of knowledgeable people in our
area that are UDC members who are willing to
help and I hope to meet and educate those I
haven‟t met yet.
Sandi Atkinson –Candidate for Southwest
Regional Director
For as long as I can remember, I've always
had/loved dogs. I've had Collies, Beagles, mixed
breeds, Dachshunds (many, many Dachshunds),
etc. However, nothing has grabbed my heart like
the Doberman. Over 30 years ago I had a rescue
Dobe named "Rocky." Unfortunately, I also had a
Dachshund with "Napoleon Syndrome" and I
eventually had to return Rocky because the
Dachshund felt there was always something to
prove. That broke my heart.
My husband, Neil, and I have been married for 28
years. Our children are grown. Once our last
Dachshund was gone at 17-1/2, we moved on to
getting that first Doberman. It's been a love affair
in our home ever since. We've been lucky
enough to have been owned by 4 Dobes in the
past 11 years (we currently have two), and we
will never be without one – at least until they cart
me off to the nursing home or the big kennel in
the sky.
I've been a member of UDC for several years and
worked hard to put on the 2006 Working Dog
Trial held in conjunction with the 2006 DPCA
National. I hand-prepared and printed the WDT
catalog, ad set up, etc. I enjoyed working with all
the UDC people in preparation for that event. I've
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also been very active in our local UDC chapter
club (Sport Doberman Club of Colorado), acting
as secretary and show secretary for our shows.
UDC is something I believe in very strongly, and
the Total Doberman has been my goal since first
learning of the UDC.

I breed under the Kennel name of Landgraf
where my goal is to produce stable working dogs
than can compete at the world level. For me
working ability is paramount, however not without
giving up the health, temperament or working
conformation of the breed.

I've been very active in the Doberman community
since I joined our local DPCA chapter club in
2003 (or was it 2002?) I was convention chair of
the 2003 DPCA National when it was hosted by
our chapter club. I'm still serving as the show
chair and AKC compliance chair for the
Doberman Pinscher Club of the Rocky Mountain
Area. I serve as secretary and event secretary for
our local UKC club and am also a member and
general worker bee of the largest all-breed club in
Colorado, Plum Creek Kennel Club. I'm also
currently assisting the membership secretary of
the DPCA with new member duties and annual
membership renewals.

My goal as the Western Representative is to
continue to grow the membership on the west
coast, get to know more about the concerns of
our UDC members and do the best I can to
represent the Dobermann community in my
Region.

We are currently Mom and Dad to AKC/UDCUCD-BISS/UKC-UCD-GRCH-MultiBIS/Int'l Ch.
Imagemaker's Plezed Ta Meecha, CD, RE, ROM,
CGC, TDI, VCX, BSB-E2A (Greeter - retired) and
AKC/UKC Ch. Foxfire's Smokin' Hot v Adobe,
WAC, ATT (Sunny). Sunny is on her way in
following in Greeter's impressive footsteps and
only needs a performance title to obtain her UDC
championship.

There were no additional nominations from
the floor. Upon motion duly made and
seconded, the slate was elected by
acclimation with no opposition.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:05 p.m.
Respectfully submitted by
Carma Cleveland, Acting Recording
Secretary

I look forward to the opportunity to serve as
Southwest Regional Director for UDC members
in our area. I promise to give my all to the breed
and the club, just as I've done with all other
commitments.
Wendy Schmitt –Candidate for West Regional
Director
Hello my name is Wendy Schmitt I live in
Sacramento, California and am a Dobermann
lover, competitor and breeder. I currently own 3
Dobermanns, Lussi SchH1, AD, FR1 level1 and
MR1 level1 H.O.T., Covae SchH3, FH H.O.T.
and Eiko my young male I also co-own a few
others from my breeding.
I have been involved in Schutzhund for over 13
yrs now and have also played in French Ring and
Mondio with multiple dogs. I have taken 3
different breeds from puppy to SchH3, titled a
total of 4 dogs handler owned and trained to
Schh3, and titled others to lower levels . I have
competed at the Regional, National and the
World Championships in Schutzhund and
Western Zone Selectifs in French Ring. I think my
greatest accomplishment so far though is when I
got my SchH3 on Covae vom Landgraf as her
Breeder, handler and owner. I have also
competed in Conformation in both the AKC and
UDC ring, even earning a CAC and respect the
importance of solid conformation in a dog.
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Purchase unique Doberman themed items at our new UDC

Store!

Visit our United Doberman Club Store on Zazzle
http://www.zazzle.com/uniteddoberclub . We are offering unique
merchandise featuring dogs owned by UDC members.
We currenly have 20+ items for sale in the UDC Zazzle Store and will be adding more all the time! All of
the items feature Dobermans owned by UDC Members. Profits from the sale of this merchandise are
donated to the UDC Search & Rescue Fund, Competitors Fund, Health Fund, or Rescue Fund. The item
description will identify which of the various funds is receiving the profit.
In addition, we are offering "specialty items" such as the Fall Classic IPO Hoodie and a mug which features
SAR handler Shirley Hammond and her dog Sunny Boy who worked the "pile" at the 9/11 Disaster. This
year is the 10th Anniversary of the disaster and we are raising money for our Search & Rescue Fund by
selling this mug and other SAR themed merchandise. Two of our UDC SAR handlers Shirley Hammond and
Tiffany Mahaffey will be attending a 9/11 Recognition Ceremony at Liberty State Park, in Jersey City,
NJ. Read more about this event at www.findingoneanother.org. Profits earned from the sale of the
Search & Rescue Merchandise at our Zazzle store will be used to subsidize the expenses of their travel to
this event and other SAR initiatives.
If you have a unique, high-resolution photo that you think would be a good candidate to use on UDC
merchandise, send the photo as an attachment along with your permission to use the photo for the
creation of UDC merchandise to pllindic@roadrunner.com. If you photo is selected for use in designing
new merchandise, you will be sent an email showing the item that is being offered for sale.
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